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The present study applies an interesting approach to decompose time series of surface
ozone concentrations over two cities of Iran for two CAMS atmospheric composition global
products and observations. Although I find the idea quite interesting, I see essential
limitations in the design and application, which make me suggest rejection of publication
of the present version of the study in GMD. Please find below my comments:

My main concern is that the study is quite regional. A country-based focus is itself
regional, especially when the study presents results for only two cities. As the other
Reviewer also stated, you present results for only two grid-points (at least for CAMS
reanalysis), a fact that is not helping in drawing safe conclusions. What is the scientific
significance/interest of a paper assessing CAMS O3 (global) products over only two
cities? My suggestion is to spatially extend the focus of the study including more
stations from Iran (if available) and/or other neighboring countries to extract more
robust findings and increase the scientific interest of the paper. Something also
interesting would be to apply your approach over Europe and include in the analysis the
CAMS-regional forecast of atmospheric composition exploring also the added value that
CAMS regional models bring (?).
The differences in the S term are mostly attributed to chemistry. What about
deposition? Uncertainties in emission inventories? Stratospheric ozone contribution is
not referred at all, yet, the broader Iran region is a well-known hot spot of stratosphere-
to-troposphere transport that might affect day-to-day O3 variability in some cases.
More discussion is needed in the interpretation of the results.
P8L226-228: Both CAMS reanalysis and CAMS NRT are assimilated products. More
details are needed here about the differences in assimilation process between the two
products that might be related to the diferences in the performance of dfr and dfa.
What data are used for the MLR models? Do you use the reanalysis and analysis NOx,
AT, WS, WD data for the MLR of the respective dfr and dfa?
P3L67: “Despite the well performance of CAMS in the upper troposphere,..”. This is not
the case according to recent evaluation studies like those of Inness et al. (2019),
Huijnen et al. (2020), Wagner et al. (2021) and Akritidis et al. (2022). CAMS reanalysis
ozone in the upper troposphere is found biased and this is probably associated with the



assimilation process. This is something that needs to be noted in the manuscript.
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